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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to shed further light on the problem of 
determining periodic families near the origin of dynamical systems possessing 
a first integral subjected to the critical situation of resonance. 
Consider the analytic four-dimensional dynamical system generated by a 
Hamiltonian function of the form: 
(1) 
where H3 represents the cubic and higher order terms. It is well known 
(Lyapunov) that if #I # kA for any integer K then the system has a two-param- 
eter family of periodic solutions (one parameter arises automatically due to 
the autonomous nature of the system) emanating from the origin whose 
period. approaches 2rr/X as the family approaches the origin. 
If ,8 = kA for some integer k, the nature of the system drastically changes. 
In [9] it was shown that for k > 3, the ramifications of the resonance con- 
dition was to add two more 2n/h-periodic solutions to a corresponding 
transformed linear system. The alternative method was able to successfully 
deal with this complication in a very natural way, and a condition was 
provided for the existence of such a two-parameter family described above 
and in addition the restriction to Hamiltonian systems was avoided. In this 
paper, this condition is analyzed in detail in the complex plane and we show 
that it is less restrictive than the one Roels 16, 7) had previously determined. 
Henrard [4] established results in this direction by constructing formal 
power series solutions and then establishing the convergence. 
For the case k = 2, [9] demonstrated that a certain condition on the third 
order terms must be satisfied in order to treat the problem in the same way. 
Otherwise, a modified transformation must be considered in order to provide 
sufficient conditions for the existence of such a family. In this paper we show 
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that by using the proper transformation and operating in the complex plane 
this restricting condition is not needed and the case K = 2 can be treated 
in a uniform way. 
The case that iX is a double eigenvalue without simple elementary divisors 
is of great interest when analyzing the resonance problem. In this paper we 
provide conditions which are derived in a very natural way that guarantee 
such a two-parameter periodic family. Meyer and Schmidt [5] have established 
results for the problem while examining behaviors near the origin in a 
neighborhood of such a resonance, but their assumption that the system is in 
total resonance is relaxed. The transformations used are modified from those 
used in [9] due to the delicate nature of such a direct resonance situation. 
We will apply the alternative method to the given resonance system. 
By operating in the complex plane and by bringing the system into normal 
form, the condition for the existence of periodic families is greatly simplified. 
This technique has the added advantage of presenting the condition for 
resonance in a very direct and uniform way. It is also of importance to note 
that from the nature of the formalism being used, the discussions which we 
present in four-space can be generalized to arbitrary dimension with no 
modification provided the additional terms are not in resonance. 
2. THE RESONANCE CASES k > 2 
We will work with a Hamiltonian system with two degrees of freedom 
because of the ease with which its normal form can be established. Actually 
this is no restriction since a system of four differential equations with a first 
integral will have the same normal form for its lower order terms and these 
are the terms which determine the existence of periodic solutions. 
Thus, a Hamiltonian function is given which can be written as a sum of 
homogeneous polynomials. It starts with the quadratic part ihryr + ihRx,y, 
already put into a normal form by a linear transformation. We use Birkhoff’s 
normalization procedure until we come to a term of degree Fz + 1 which can 
not be eliminated due to resonance. H then has the form: 
H = +NYI + kh,y, + K(x,Y, > ~2~2 ) 
+ %“rz + Dx2~1” + % , 22 , ~1, r2L 
where K is a sum of homogeneous polynomials with real coefficients in the 
products xlyl and buys . It starts with the fourth order terms + A~,sy,~ + 
%.YAYZ + 8 ‘5~2312~9 and it includes terms up to order K + 1. R is the 
remainder and contains all higher order terms. The condition for real 
solutions is x1 = & , x2 = jj2 and H(x, , x2 , y1 , yz) = -H(yl , yz , x1 , x2). 
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Since we are working near the origin we will scale all variables by E. Thus, 
H = i [hy, + kXx,y, +2 (+ x12y12 + Bxlylx2y2 + -$ x2YBe) + *** 
+ Ek-y%‘Cy2 + Dx,y,“) + F(Ek)]- (1) 
For all K = 2, 3,..., the computations are similar as outlined below: We 
write down the differential equations 
22j = HVj jj = -+ j= 1,2, 
and introduce noncanonical variables 0, p, 7~~ , va as suggested in [9] 
xl = peiAo, y1 = pt4@, 
3 = pv1 , Y2 = P”2 * 
In transforming the differential equations we can make use of v2 = 4 and after 
introducing 0 as new independent variable we get 
f = 4P, VI 9 4 E), (24 
T% = ikhv, + eVl(p, v1 , 0, E). 
dil (2b) 








Vl(p*, wl*, 8, c> e-lkhe de = 0, 
0 
where p* and v~* are 24X periodic solutions of (2). For E = 0 (2) has the 
solutions 
p =ao, w1 = uleikAe, 
and the bifurcation equations are then 
T,(u, , U, , E) = s”“‘^ R(u, , uleikAe, 0, 0) d0 + U(C) = 0, (34 
0 
I',(u, , a, , C) = L2v'A V,(a, , uleikAe, 0,O) e-ikh@ de + U(C) = 0. (3b) 
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Since R is real and V, is complex these are three equations for a, and a, == 
01 + i@. Actually these equations are dependent because of the existence of 
the first integral (1) 
H = ihp2(1 + R 1 vu1 je + O(E)). (4) 
As shown in [9] the form of this integral guarantees that Eq. (3a) depends 
on the two equations of (3b). Sometimes it will be more convenient to solve 
Eq. (3a) and one of (3b) and then to show that the remaining equation 
is automatically satisfied. For this we will need the following identity which 
is also a consequence of the existence of the integral (4): 
or 
lo2r’A H, d9 I’, + 2 Re !/‘“” H,+eikAe d0 PI/ = 0 
0 
a,(1 + k I ~1 I2 + O(r)) To + uo2k Re((q + O(e)) J’,} = 0. 
(5) 
It should be noted that the eigenvalues of the matrix 
represent the E-order approximation of the characteristic multipliers for the 
periodic family. This provides a simple and direct way to determine the 
stability of the family under consideration. 
Casek=2 
The normalized Hamiltonian is 
H = i[hx,y, + 2h2y2 + 0~&2 + Dx2x2) + @(~‘)l, 
and the transformed differential equations (2) are 
4 a== -2cp2 Im{Dw,e-2iAe) + p20(e2), 
dv, _ 
-a-- i(2hw, + cp(De2iAo - 2iu, Im(Dw,e-2iA8) 
- 4q Re{&le-a”“ej)) + p0(e2). 
The bifurcation equations become 
Im{&i} + O(E) = 0, 
D - 2&z, Im{&z,) - 4a1 Re{&) + O(E) = 0, 
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where common factors of a,, and constants have been cancelled. Letting 
D = E + iF, the equations have the real form: 
F,, = Ep-Fa+ 01(c) =O, 
Fl = E + 215(Ejl- Fcx) - 4a(Ea + @3) + Q(c) = 0, 
F, = F - 2a(E/3 - Fol) - 4/‘3(Ea + Fp) + O(E) = 0. 
If we assume 1 D I2 = E2 + P # 0, we have two distinct solutions for 
e=Ooftheform: 
E 
a = + 2(E2 +F2)1/2 
F 
@ = A 2(,?32 +F2)1/2 ’ 
Since 
Wo 9 r;;) 
a(% B) .z=o 
= 8or(E2 + F2) # 0, 
W’o 9 FJ 
a(% 8) ES0 
= 8/3(E” + F2) # 0, 
two equations can always be solved. The third equation is automatically 
satisfied as seen from Eq. (5). 
Thus, we get two families of periodic solutions which are parameterized 
by a,, and which emanate from the origin, as the above derivation is valid even 
for a,, --+ 0. Both families are stable. 
Casek=3 
For k = 3 the computations are slightly more involved since all 2 terms 
of the normalized Hamiltonian 
H = i 
( 
Xx,y, + 3Ax,y, 
+ c2 (+~1~ +%Y~,Y, +$2'~2~ + h3y2 + Dx2y13) + +“)) 
(61 
have to be carried along. Nevertheless, the computations proceed in the 
straightforward manner as outlined above to give the following differential 
equations 
4 - ;le = -3e2p3 Im(Dw,e-3iae) + p4U(c3), 
dv 
1 = i[3hv, + c2p2((B - 3A + (C - 3B) 1 vr I2 - 3iIm(Dv,e-3~Ae} de 
- 9 Re(&1e-3iAe)) vr + De3iAe) + PRO]. 
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The bifurcation equation in real form after cancelling some common factors 
are 
F, = E/Y-F+ f?‘(c) =O, 
Fl = (M + N(c? + ,8”) - 9(Ea + Fp))ol + 3/3(E/3 - Fol) + E + O(E) = 0, 
F, = (M + N(oz” + ,!12) - 9(EoI + Fj3)),8 - 3cu(E/3 -For) + F + @o(c) = 0, 
where we introduce the abbreviations M = B - 3A and N = C - 3B. We 
also set G = E2 + F2 and x = E/q where we exclude the trivial case a = 
,6 = 0, that is, G = 0. For E = 0 the above equations reduce then to the 
following cubic polynomial: 
P(x) = x3 + Mx2 - 9xG + NG = 0. (7) 
At the roots of P(x) = 0 the Jacobian 
Wl, FJ 
a(% B> c=o 
=Q(x)=$+gGx-2NG 
is not allowed to be zero so that we can also solve the bifurcation equation 
for E # 0. Corresponding to the numbers of real solutions of (7) we have 
between one and three families of periodic orbits emanating from the origin, 
as a, can again be used as a parameter. Furthermore, if Q(x) > 0 at a zero 
of P(x) the solution is stable, if Q(x) < 0 then it is unstable. 
It may be noted that for N # 0 we always get at least one family. By 
considering the sign changes of the coefficients in P(x) and Q(x), we see that 
for N > 0 P(x) has one negative root; whereas, Q(x) has no negative root. 
If N < 0 P(x) has one positive root, whereas, Q(x) does not. 
Case k > 4 
The normalized Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (1) and the differential 
equations become 
4 ai= -k&lp” Im(fi,e-i~ke} + pk+10(8), 
with M = B - kA and N = C - kB. 
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If we take all terms up to order G-1 into account then the bifurcation 
Eqs. (3) have the following form: 
PO = --E”-3Ka,“[Im{Du1} + B(E)], 
k/2-1 
r, = iu,2 a, [ c E2%(4), v,) + Ek-3g,(a,, a Z-O 
1 , a.2) + qck-2)], 
k/2-1 
r, = --ia, a, c c2zh,(uo ) UlUJ + e"-"g&0 , a1 ) UJ + U(E 
Z=O 
k-2,] , 
where hl = h,(u, , a1u2) are polynomials in the real variables a0 and ~,a, ; 
in particular, h, = M + Nu,u, . 
When we write down only the lowest order terms and cancel some common 
factors we obtain the equivalent system in real form 
F. = E/3 - Foe + 0’(e) = 0, 
Fl = (M + N(cx” + ,C12))a + O(c) = 0, 
F, = (M + N(a” + /32))/3 + U(E) = 0. 
For E = 0 the equations have the obvious solutions 01 = j = 0 and if in 
addition the condition, 
a(& > 3'2) 
qa, j3) I EzO = M2 # OS 
holds, then these solutions persist for small E # 0. The solutions are valid 
also for a, -+ 0, and, therefore, we get one family of periodic orbits emanating 
from the origin, which can be parametrized by a,. Since the eigenvalues of 
a(I’, , I’,)/a(u, , u~)/~=~ are & iuo2M this family is stable. 
If A4 * N < 0 there are two other solutions of the bifurcation equations 
for E = 0 found from Im(&,) = 0, and 1 a, I2 = -M/N are given by 
( -ME2 1 
l/2 
a==f N(E2+F2) and 
Since a(F, , FJ/a(,, 6) = -2M # 0 these solutions give rise to two other 
one parameter families of periodic orbits. F, = 0 is satisfied because of (5). 
The nontrivial characteristic multipliers for these orbits can again be 
computed from the eigenvalues of a(r, , r.Ja(a, , CZ.J as all other terms of 
w-0 9 r1 3 ~2M%J , u 1 , a,) influence only terms higher than @(~“-a). We find 
det a(rl 3 '2) = 
a(% 9 a,> 
-+E~-~u~+~(N - kM) Re(&}. 
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Since N - kM # 0, we conclude that one family is stable and the other 
unstable. 
For the evaluation of the determinant we used the relationship 
which follows from (5). g, and ga are the significant terms of order @-3 in the, 
bifurcation equations. 
Casek<--2 
When k = --I with 1 a positive integer, the normal form of the Hamiltonian 
(7), is slightly different and is given by 
H = @we - lhxzyz + ... + Ez--I(DX1zX2 + DyllyJ + Q(d)]. 
The computations proceed as before, but for 1 = 2 the result is different. 
The bifurcation equations in real form are 
F, ==E/!+Fa+ 0(c) =O, 
Fl = E + 2/9(Efl+ Fa) + 4a(Ecx -F/l) + 0’(e) = 0, 
F, = -F - 2or(E/? + Fa) + 4/l(Ecx -F/l) + 0(e) = 0, 
which have no solution for (Y and B since IP + F2 # 0. Thus, for k = -2 
there is no family of periodic orbits emanating from the origin with period 
near ?r/A. 
For 13 3 the results are identical to the ones obtained for k > 3. Except 
when we establish the stability we must now require that N - kM # 0. 
The results established above agree with those arrived by Henrard (4). 
For k > 3, our results are slightly less restrictive. 
Casek>1>1 
In this situation, the normalized Hamiltonian has the form: 
H = i j%yl + Mx,Y, + l 2 ($ x&l2 + Bx,Y,x,Y, + ; ~2~~2~) 
+ * * * + ,k+“-“(Dxlky2z + Dx;yp) + . *. 1. 
The dynamical system generated by His given by 
it1 = i(AZx, + •~(Ax~y~ + Bx,y,) xl + --- + ~k+z-2k~x2’y~-1 + a..}, 
j, = --i{AZy, + e2(Axlyl + Bx,y,)y, + *+- + czk+z-‘kDxf-ly; + a**}, 
Ji2 = i{Akx, + 2(Bx,y, + Cx,y,) x2 + *** + Ek+z-2zDX1ky;-1 + a**}, (8) 
j, = -i{Aky2 + G(Bx,yl + Cx,y,) yz + a.. + ~~+‘-~l~x~~y~~ + .*.>. 
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Letting x1 = pegAte, x2 = pwl , y1 = pe- ill@, yz = pvz and then dividing by the 
8 equation, we have 
dP 
a= 
4&+Z-2p”+l-l ~m{&,Ze-i”klO} + . . ., 
dv, -&j- = i hkv,, -j- I ~qf(M+NIv,j2)o,+ ..*/, 
dv, -a= -i~~e+~(M+N/412)~2+.‘.1. 
(9) 
We see that for E = 0 : p = a, , vl = uie$Aka and v2 = @r = a2e-ihke. 
The bifurcations become 
r. = -kr”+‘-4$+z-1(Im(~~,1) + O(P)} = 0, 
r, = ~{(M+Nl.112).l+O(E)1=0, (10) 
r, = - 7 ((M + N [ a, I”) a2 + O(c)} = 0. 
The solution a, = a2 = 0 corresponds to the family predicted from 
Lyapunov’s theory. In searching for other solutions, the first integral once 
again allows us to solve Pa , r, whereby r2 will automatically be satisfied. 
In solving r, , we see that no solution exists if MiV > 0. However, if 
MN < 0, the solutions to r, are given by 
a, = (-M/N)‘/” ei*, a2 = ‘s;;: , (11) 
where 4 is determined by the equation, r, = 0. Letting D = Ge+J’, this tells 
us that 
Im{Dulz} = Im(Gau?i(*+-“)} = 0. 
Therefore,+ = l/1{+ + } h nrr,w ere-Z<n<Z.However,onlyn=O,n=l 
give distinct solutions. The two distinct solutions are given by 
a, = -J-(-M/N)lj2 eiBfl, a2 =&. 
As before the stability of these solutions are determined by the sign of the 
determinant 
wl , r2) 
a(% 3 a,) c*o = 
-~~+~-~&zgk+~(NZ - kM) Re{&rj. 
SO51’413-14 
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Since IV1 - Mk # 0 when 1 and k have the same sign, we conclude that one 
family is stable and the other one is unstable. 
The case that 1 and k have opposite signs is done accordingly. However, 
in this case we must now assume that 
Nl - Mk = $(Ak” - 2Blk + CP) # 0 
in order to establish stability results. 
3. k = 1 WITH NONSIMPLE ELEMENTARY DIVISORS 
If the linear part of a Hamiltonian system with two degrees of freedom has 
repeated eigenvalues iA and --iA with nonsimple elementary divisors it can 
be put into the following Jordan canonical form: 
t ih 022  0 1 --A -1 0 ---iA 0 
! 
The Hamiltonian function begins, therefore, with ih(xflr + xsY2) + x2Y1 . 
Roels and Louterman [8] have shown how to make the linear transformation 
to the above normal form symplectic. In addition we can modify this 
transformation in such a way that the reality conditions are 
.q = -cy2 and x2 = cy1 , (12) 
where c is a nonzero real constant. 
In [5] it was shown how to use Birkhoff’s normalization procedure to get 
the lower order terms of the Hamiltonian function into a normal form. In this 
normal form, H contains no cubic terms and only three-fourth order terms 
involving z~rsy~~, ~,~y,s, and q2yry2 . Further normalization eliminates all the 
fifth order terms and the coefficients of y2s and ys7, a fact which will be useful 
later on. 
We also adopt the scaling of [5], which is 
Xl--+ c*1, x2 ---f E2X2 ) Yl - C”Y1 ,
Thus, we get the following Hamiltonian function: 
Y2 + CY2 * 
H = ~GIYI + ~2~2) + +,YI + 4 m2y,2) + @Cc"), (13) 
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where g is a real constant. The corresponding system of differential equations 
is 
3i”, = Ax, + EX2 + U(E2), 
22 = iAx, + l gx,zy, + U(8), 
j, = -iAyl - cgx,y,2 + U(G), 
j, = -iAy2 - Ey1 + U(2). 
We transform to new noncanonical variables p, 0, or , ~1~ by 
x, = pPJ, yl = pe-iA@ 
x2 = pm, ) y2 = p’!Q. 
This transformation is suggested by the behavior of the periodic solutions 
near the origin, that is, for j p 1 small. 
The differential equation for 0 is 
B = 1 + & p2/3(v,e-iAe + gv22e2iAe) + p2W(e2). 
From now on we will use 8 as the independent variable. In establishing the 
proper form of the differential equation for vr we need to show that the 
differential equation for x2 does not contain terms involving y25 and y26. But 
the corresponding terms in the Hamiltonian function have been eliminated, 
as was mentioned above. 
The new differential equations are, therefore, 
dP de = ; p5/3(v,e-iAe - gv22e2iAe + O(E)), 
dv, . 
de - 
aAv, + cp2i3{gv2e2iAe - $v12e-iA8 + +gvlv,2e2i”e + O(E)}, 
dv,- 
de 
- --ihV, - cp2/3{e-iAe - QvIvze-ih8 - sgv2se2iA@ + Q(c)}. 
For E = 0 this system has the 24X periodic solution 
P = a,, v1 = aleiAe, v2 = a2e-iA8, 
where a = (a, , a, , a,) are the initial conditions for 0 = 0. The bifurcation 
equations become 
F,(a, 6) = ga;‘ya, - ga,2 + O(E)} = 0, 
rl(a, 4 = mga, - %I” + Bga,a22 + Q,(E)> = 0, 
F2(a, E) = -@{l - &ala2 - fga,3 + O(E)} = 0. 
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We will solve first I’, = 0 and Pa = 0 for a, and a2 or, equivalently, the 
following two equations: 
F,(a, c) = ga2 - $a12 + &gala22 + U(h) = 0, 
F2(a, c) = 1 - iala - $.ga2” + O(E) = 0, (14) 
and then we will show that r, = 0 is automatically satisfied due to the 
existence of a first integral. 
Assuming g # 0, Eqs. (14) have the following solution for E = 0: 
a, = g1j3, 
a2 = g-113. (15) 
The equations can also be solved for E # 0 with sufficiently small since 
a(4 t FJ 
a(al y a2> s=. 
= 6g2J3 # 0. 
The form of the Hamiltonian function (13) in the new variables is 
H = $(iX(l + DrW‘J + 0(e)). 
In [9] it was shown that the condition aH/8p2 IcDo = 2iX # 0 guarantees 
Po(a, C) = 0 whenever the equations I’, and r2 are satisfied. 
It should be noted that in the solutions for a, and a2 , a, plays the role of a 
parameter and that these solutions remain valid as a, + 0, that is, near and at 
the origin of our original phase space. 
It remains to discuss the reality conditions (12) where we assume c > 0 
as the case c < 0 is similar. The reality conditions imply xiy, < 0 and 
x,y, > 0. From the solutions (15) for E = 0 we obtain 
qy2 = ai’3g-1’3 and a/3 If3 X,Y, = a0 g - 
If g > 0 we have a real solution provided that a$l3 < 0 and a8013 > 0 holds, 
that is, if a0 = ~eani(l+a~)/~ with r > 0 and k = 0, 1, 2, 3. Although there are 
four values of a, only two (k = 0 and k = 1) give rise to distinct solutions, 
the other two only amount to a shift in the initial value of 0 by n/k 
The eigenvalues of the matrix a(r, , P,)/a(a, , a2)/E4 are &a;/3 61/2g1/3. 
They are purely imaginary, and, therefore, the orbits of both families are 
stable. 
Finally, if g < 0 we have no real solutions since the conditions a$13 > 0 
and $I3 < 0 are incompatible. 
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